Michael Todd Beauty Sonic Refresher FAQ’s

How does the Sonic Refresher work?

The Sonic Refresher is a 3-in-1 skin rejuvenation beauty tool that performs the following 3 functions:
1. helps to remove dead dull skin
2. polishes and refines the skin’s texture
3. tones and rehydrates

It is an at-home personal wet/dry microdermabrasion system that uses diamond encrusted tips and vacuum suction to rejuvenate for softer, smoother and more radiant skin. The Sonic Refresher also offers a rehydrating mister. You can pour your favorite toner into the reservoir (please do NOT use an oil-based toner) and the Sonic Refresher creates a hydrating mist which is ideal for after you microderm your skin.

Can you use the Sonic Refresher on a dry face?

We are glad that you brought this up! It’s important to take precaution when using this device that provides professional-quality technology. For best possible results, make sure to thoroughly cleanse skin and pat dry before use. Always hold your skin taut with your opposite hand while working in short 1” to 2” sections to ensure a safe and effective treatment. The Sonic Refresher should not be used over compromised areas of skin or areas where visible capillaries are present. Do not stop and hold it over an area of skin, keep moving to avoid too much suction in one area.

What is the rejuvenating tip for?

It is used to perform microdermabrasion. It is made to expertly remove dead dull skin and rough dry patches with professional quality exfoliation. It is best to use it one time per week in short upward and outward movements.

What power level should I use?

We suggest starting on Low Power to start until you become adjusted to what speed is best for your skin type.

How do I use it on my face?

See Quick Start Guide for detailed instructions. Pretreat your face by thoroughly cleansing with warm water to open pores and then pat dry with clean towel. After choosing your preferred tip, turn on device and hold your skin taut with opposite hand and then glide it over 1-2” sections of face using guide below. Do not stop and hold it over an area of skin, keep moving to avoid too much suction in one area. When you are done, rinse your face clean and pat dry. Avoid eye and lip area.
**How long should I charge it the first time?**

Charge it initially for 12 hours, then 12 hours again after 3 months of use to reset. It will run up to 6 hours before needing another charge. Sonic Refresher cannot be used while charging.

**What are the different extracting and suction tips for?**

The extracting suction tips are for larger areas like cheeks, chin and forehead to remove dulling dead skin, uneven texture and congestion. The smaller extracting suction tip has a small oval opening and is for hard to reach areas around the nose.

**What are the filters used for? How do I change them?**

It is important to use a new filter in the treatment head for each treatment. To change the filter, remove the treatment head and insert into the base. The clear plastic rings included are changed as needed if they break. Remove the plastic tip and use tweezers to remove and place around the head.
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